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Discovering la
Tete des Faux
Gwyneth M Roberts

Gwyneth has been regularly exploring the lovely Vosges region for
over thirty years, enjoying finding unexpected sites and lesser-known
places with vestiges and traces of the men's presence. She has
amassed a collection of historic material which she uses to illustrate

her blog The Blue Line Frontier, https://thebluelinefrontier.com,
which looks at the frontier separating Alsace from France before the
Great War, narrates scenes of life in Alsace and the Vosges between
1871 and 1914 and relates some of the impacts of war.
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The forests of the Vosges keep their secrets. Under the
pine canopy, which covers over seventy per cent of the
massif, an observant walker may see or hear rare or
unusual species - perhaps secretive lynx, shy chamois,
pine martens, wild cats, grey wolves. Grand Tetras
[capercaillie], rare bats, wild bees - in an environment
which today is again under threat from humans. The
Vosges mountains are a recreation zone within two hours'

drive for five million people: walkers, skiers, bikers,
motorists, putting pressure on a biodiverse and fragile
environment.

And so did war. War destroyed it. The forests slowly grew
again, forestry workers were again busy, families returned
to and rebuilt their homes, farmers learned modern
agricultural practices, pilgrims made their way on rough
mountain roads to the battlefield cemeteries and the
tourism industry supported visitors.

If you pause to take in the view, you will look across deep
valleys to rounded mountains created when the
formation of the Alps dislocated and collapsed the
ancient bedrock, subsequently shaped by glaciers and
erosion. Against this grand scale, the impact of the Great
War was tiny, and you have to seek it, but it is there to
find and when you find it, you see the mountains with a
changed perspective.

One of the highest battlefields is la Tete des Faux, 1208
metres, Buchenkopf to the Germans. It has a
commanding view of the surrounding areas and is an
excellent position for observing the Col du Bonhomme, a
strategic crossing through the Vosges. From August 1914,
it was held by German troops, but in early December,
French Chasseurs Alpins were ordered to occupy it and
achieved some success. But the Vosges' mountain
climate is challenging. By 19th December, there was 15cm
of snow. By 22nd, there was 30 - 40cm. Capitaine
Touchon described it as ' polaire'.

The Germans counter-attacked on Christmas Eve, with a
particularly violent assault on French weak points just
before midnight. Men were fighting through deep snow,
through a dense network of wire across the ground,
across bodies and casualties. The Germans temporarily
overcame the French but ultimately failed to re-take the
summit. Nearly 700 men died that night.

When you ascend la Tete des Faux, it's immediately clear
that the slopes on which the French operated were the
gentler side of the mountain. Today this is a walk which
climbs gradually through damp forest where fallen
branches and lush ferns partly conceal the mossy banks
of former trenches. It's all intensely green, but here and
there the forest opens out and the dark rough stone mule
track cuts through a clearing. It's a reminder that the
French soldiers were far from their reserve positions and
their supplies had to be transported a distance. The
mangled remains of metalwork, possibly not in its original
position, weave an Intricate pattern with exposed tree
roots as you near the summit.

By contrast, the German side of the mountain Is steep

and challenging, but It's the Alsace side and Alsace was
part of their home territory. They built fortifications and
shelters, engine rooms and workshops, an aerial cableway

and associated stations, a hospital and water supplies,
most with electricity and telephone lines. The vestiges of
these remain, to be discovered by a determined hiker. In
the timeless tranquility of the forest, the only sounds the
crackle of branches and the call of mountain birds, you
can easily imagine that you are the first to stumble across

this evidence of men's lives.

The summit of la Tete des Faux is a dense, chaotic tangle
of ferns, willowherb, orchids and young trees forcing their
way through a writhing mass of rusty wire. Wire is
everywhere; you could be walking by a pile over a metre

deep. Wire posts claw the vegetation and sometimes the
sky, snarled with barbed wire coiled in a ghastly
deterrent. Sharp wired stakes planted at a dangerous
angle form obstacles which show little sign of losing their
ferocity after a century of mountain weather. Metal shards
and twisted torn pieces litter the ground and collect in
holes created by explosions.

Among all this are the stony remains of trenches among
boulders and solidly constructed shelters overgrown with
moss and grassy plants. At first glance it looks as if a small
settlement existed at the summit, but a closer look

reveals the defensive construction, metal framework,

multiple entrances and sometimes corrugated iron
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internal tunnels of these abandoned ruins. The Cross

monument has been built on the remains of a French

bunker.

There was little space on the summit to manage
casualties and bury the dead, so for these sombre relics
you need to descend the mountain as did the soldiers. La

Tete des Faux is exceptional in that there are three
mountain cemeteries: one French, two German.

The French cemetery is Necropole nationale franpaise
Duchesne, named for commmandant Henri Duchesne,
chef de bataillon 215e Rl [Regiment d'Infanterie] who was
killed in December 1914 in an assault on a nearby summit.
His units had established small fortified positions to
guard the adjacent passes through the Vosges - the Cols
du Bonhomme. Louschpach and Calvaire - and he died
during an attempt to dislodge the enemy from the
eastern side of la Tete des Faux. The cemetery is on the
site of a former French camp. It contains the remains of
408 French soldiers. 116 in an ossuary.

In contrast with the discordant landscape at the summit,
the cemetery is harmonious with its forest surroundings.
The pines soar into the mountain mists and at their feet
are rows of crosses, some leaning slightly out of
alignment after a century of weather. It is verdantly green:
a blanket of the softest moss has grown over the graves,
lush ferns and young pines have rooted themselves by
the crosses and delicate lichen encrusts the trees' bark.
The only sound is a the cry of a mountain bird or the
rasping screech of a Jay. Like the Necropole nationale du
Wettstein, the cemetery of le Linge (1916), a cross carries
the simple word PAX. It replaces a small wooden chapel
which decayed and was demolished in 1932.

The cemetery is a rare example of a battlefield cemetery
which was begun at the beginning of the war in this part
of the front and its somewhat disaligned appearance
reflects its organic growth. It is important evidence of the
practicalities of burying the dead in hostile mountain
conditions. As such it has been preserved in perpetuity
ecause of its authenticity as a mountain battlefield

burial ground. The stones which delimit the burial plots
are those placed by the soldiers who tended the
cemetery, the graves of their comrades are where they
buried them. But time has softened the starkness of
death. It is silent now. You can't reach here by car PAX
indeed.

You reach the two Bavarian cemeteries from the village of
le Bonhomme. The first impression of each is a set of
stone steps climbing to a stone portico with a few stone
headstones scattered among pines and lush greenery.
These are empty cemeteries. They look abandoned, but
they are cared for.

Kahm is the rear-line cemetery but the first you come to.
It is also known as Hexenweiher. More on that anon. The
visitor can cross the track and scramble a little down the
mountainside to see the ruined field hospital building
now half buried under stone debris and moss, then return
to the cemetery and reflect on the consequences for
some of its patients. The proximity of the hospital to the
burial ground was deliberately planned partly to avoid
demoralising the soldiers and partly for sanitary and
logistical reasons. Apart from the front and side wall,
there are no boundaries to this cemetery: its terraces step
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Steps to Hexenweiher cemetery

up the hillside connected by stone stairways and it was
clearly planned so that it could be extended when
necessary. Like Duchesne, it is tranquil. The low stone wall
at the front includes stone benches in niches intended

for contemplation and reflection.

Embedded in the side wal l are surviving triangular stone
plaques - stelae - which seem to peer through the trees
at intruding visitors. They are epitaphs for German
soldiers some of whom died in 1916. There are, or were,
fewer individual burials than you might expect: this
reflects the heavy losses in the period. To me. what is
remarkable about these stones and particularly those in
the other German cemetery is the artistry and beauty
invested in each by the creator, whether it is simply a
lovely script or more elaborate embellishments. I have
been told that the often extensive texts represent the
camaraderie of the soldiers and were a source of comfort
to their colleagues, but my German is not adequate to
interpret them accurately. We can ourselves sit here on a
mossy bench to mediate on war and beauty and humans
and peace. PAX.

The other German cemetery is Rabenbuhl, but before you
reach it along the track, you pass a shelter which
contained electric power works, a generator and water
ptimping machinery. Look carefully for bunched wires
poking out of the trackside banks and wonder where
they led to. The adjacent swampy pool is I'Etang du
Devin, which also has the name Hexenweiher,
Hexenweier or Haxaweiher, Be warned, this means le lac
des Sorcieres, Alsacien allusions to witchcraft are quite
widespread in the region. The celandine is also known in
Alsace as lait des sorcieres, herbe aux sorcieres, or
Haxakrut A mushroom ring is called Haxakreis or
Haxaring, However, the only signs of life I have ever
encountered at I Etang du Devin have been families of
ducks paddling in the reeds. Never a witch.

Rabenbuhl is better preserved than Kahm. As a frontline
cemetery it received soldiers for whom the hospital was
irrelevant. They were buried here close to the front on a
bare hillside which was developed with a small chapel, a
stone wall and among the trees some lovely stelae, some
lonely, some in groups. Al l these survive. Interestingly, this
cemetery is at the same height as Duchesne on the other
side of the mountain, which reinforces the importance of
preserving in perpetuity a coherent picture of an historic
battlefield. Again, the pines soaring up the mountainside,
the wheeling of buzzards, the whisper of breeze. Again,
the richness of ferns and moss. In sunlight it is a carpet of
emerald. PAX.

Both German cemeteries give valuable insights into the
ways in which the German soldiers honoured and
respected their dead, and the funeral practices which
were observed. The chapels, the engraved headstones,
provision of stone benches for comrades to meditate,
inscriptions honouring a man who died for his country
are common to both. Men far from home, not knowing
whether they would ever see their families again, could
take a moment of tranquill ity or cherish camaraderie out
of sight of the battleground.

There was, apparently, a third cemetery, but that has
been lost. The site Paysages et sites de memoire, Secteur
memoriel de la Tete des Faux states that the three

cemeteries were built in a defensive triangle better

to protect them, but the system was reorganised as
bodies were unearthed by explosions and were
reburied. The orderliness and similarity of the

cemeteries were important to enable the Bavarians
to identify the graves and maintain them.

And so to the second climb to the summit. This is

far steeper and it feels as though it is a lonely, little
trodden path deep in a forest with occasional
washes of long grass. Your landscape has narrowed

to what you can see immediately in front of you,
with little to the sides except a steep slope going
somewhere, but where? At times it feels confined.

You may even hope that you have found the right
path and fear that you haven't, but unexpectedly
you round a corner or climb rocky steepness and
discover a silent witness to the men's existence.

Coming across the arrival station of the
telepherique from Lapoutroie is a charged
moment. Its two tunnels invite exploration; one
contains the remnants of rail tracks for small

haulage wagons and the other was intended for
pedestrians. Its solid concrete entrance towers
above you and boldly cuts into the hillside. Small
trees and large ferns have benefited from the open
space the station creates and are flourishing.

Soon Roche des Corbeaux, a huge and awkward
rock used for observation, overshadows you,
remains of trenches may trip you up, and numerous

small shelters attract attention, though they are
not always immediately obvious because nature is
steadily covering them with new growth, fallen
trees and ferns in a chaotic tangle of competing
forces which the concrete will not win. Some have
identifying inscriptions written in a careful font on
stone panels, Sattel-Stutzpunkt is one. Some are
impenetrable because the wooden supports are
rotting and the metal structural elements are
decaying. Some have been infilled. This is where a
torch is extremely useful; curiosity demands that
you investigate but to enter would clearly be
dangerous.

Very soon, mounds of barbed wire and trellises of
torn metal tell you that you are almost at 1208 m -
at the summit again.

La ligne bleu des Vosges - the blue line of the
Vosges - (after IB'Tl a call to the French to fix their
eyes on the Vosges in heartfelt solidarity with those
whom they believed to be unhappily awaiting
liberation on the other side of the crest) stretches as
far as you can see, shimmering in sunlight,
glistening with snow or masked by drifting fog.
Farms and hamlets, once deserted by frightened
residents, are scattered across the valleys: perhaps
you can hear a distant dog barking or a cowbell
clanging. Two armies, one frontier. Today, peace
and reconciliation. La Tete des Faux remains a
reminder of the historic route to peace in Europe
and the importance of friendship between nations.
Co there quietly. There are jewels under the pines.
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